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Coach, one of the world’s leading lifestyle
accessory brands, is in major transformation
mode. Claudia Lo, the brand’s Divisional Vice
President of Investor Relations and Corporate
Communications, talks to Jemelyn Yadao
about how she gets the right message across
with her communication and IR skills as a CPA
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n 2011, Claudia Lo had a lot to
talk about. She had just taken
up the post of Divisional Vice
President of Investor Relations
and Corporate Communications
at Coach Hong Kong, part of the
luxury brand well known for its
leather goods and accessories and
its Manhattan roots.
The company at the time decided
to take back its retail operations
from local distributors in Asia
under the management of its Hong
Kong regional office, stepping up
its commitment to the region. “It
was a very exciting time,” Lo, a
member of the Hong Kong Institute
of CPAs, recalls. “We wanted to be
closer to customers, so every six
months starting from 2008 we took
back one new market, the stores,
the staff, everything,” she says,
adding they had successfully taken
back operations in Hong Kong,
China, Singapore, Taiwan, Malaysia and South Korea.
Nowadays, Lo is busy talking
to investors and journalists in
Asia about another radical change.
Under new global Chief Executive
Officer Victor Luis and Creative
Director Stuart Vevers, the 74-yearold company is transitioning from
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being just a “handbag maker” to
a lifestyle brand, complete with
ready-to-wear apparel, footwear,
scarves and sunglasses.
The strategy comes after the
brand’s declining same-store sales
and lost market share in recent
years. “The concept is very simple:
we want to make sure the brand fits
in with what customers today need,”
says Lo, looking around the newly
revamped Coach store in Mongkok.
“In the past, especially in Mainland
China, customers would buy luxury
products to show status and that
they can afford it. Now, people are
shifting from status to lifestyle and
want a bag to complement their
personal style. This is one of the
reasons why we’re adding fashion
relevance to the brand, while still
having that same Coach heritage,
quality and value.”
However, given the fierce
competition in Asia’s retail market,
the one question on investors’ lips
is: Will this rebranding plan really
work? To answer this question
effectively, it’s imperative for Lo to
have a clear understanding of the
bigger picture and be the market
watchperson. “I must spend time
reading up on what’s going on at
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Coach and in the industry, measuring our periodic achievements and
making sure we’re doing what I say
we’re doing,” says Lo.
As with many of today’s consumercentric companies, Coach relies on a
centralized analytics team not only
when it comes to making informed
business decisions but also for proof
points, which Lo notes demonstrate
the value of big data. “I’m always
amazed by our talented and welltrained analytics team, who help me
to understand, for example, what
bags are selling well and why or
whether the sales performance is
affected by traffic, through meaningful interpretation of retail data,
which I can show to investors,” she
says. “I’m like a sponge, absorbing
all this data.”
While many investors are
more comfortable using primarily
quantitative analysis, Lo stresses
the importance of qualitative factors
when making investment decisions.
“Our latest quarterly results, for
example, included the results of a
customer survey, which show if they
like our new ‘modern luxury’ store
concept and how they feel about it,”
says Lo. “This is useful for investors
to get some colour.”

From roadshow to
fashion show

For Lo, going into pure investor
relations was never part of her career
plan, but more the result of a string
of spontaneous work opportunities.
After working as an auditor at the
now defunct Arthur Andersen and
then PricewaterhouseCoopers –
enrolling in a Hong Kong University of Science and Technology
MBA course at the same time – she
decided to join the commercial world.
In 2005, she joined Mengniu
Dairy, the China-based maker and
distributor of dairy products, as

financial controller and company
secretary. “When I first started
as a financial controller, I had no
idea what investor relations was,”
Lo says, adding that back then,
IR was mainly handled by a chief
financial officer.
Lo remembers leading a team
in China to work on an annual
report and then going to a gruelling non-deal roadshow, arranged
by an investment bank, straight
after. “Research analysts and
bankers knew I was new and
really helped me by explaining
why shareholders asked certain
questions, why we should talk to
investor A not B,” she says. “It was
a very long learning process.”

“Our latest quarterly
results included
the results of a
customer survey.
This is useful for
investors to get
some colour.”
She later left the dairy company
to join Bosideng International, a
leading Chinese apparel company,
as CFO. It wasn’t until 2009 when
she decided to focus on doing just
investor relations, joining sportswear company Anta Sports as vice
president of IR.
Lo now stresses the benefits
of being open to the questions –
and suggestions – of experienced
investors. Doing so can lead to
alternative approaches and even
business opportunities, says Lo.
“At Anta Sports, investors would
always compare the brand to both
international and local brands, and
ask why multi-brand stores – like

Foot Locker – are successful overseas but not in China,” recalls Lo.
“We would take these comments
and do further analysis [within the
company], which would lead to
some interesting findings.”

Building investor relations

Coach first entered Lo’s life back
when she was a young auditor at
Arthur Andersen. “The firm sent
me to the United States for training
and in between that, I bought my
first Coach bag and have kept it ever
since,” recalls Lo, noting that she
was drawn by the bag’s luxurious
leather and the brand’s American
heritage. “Almost everyone in the
U.S. office had a Coach bag.”
Just before joining Coach, Lo
– along with the rest of the world –
was watching the handbag maker
as it was planning to be the first
U.S. domestic issuer to have a secondary listing on the Hong Kong
stock exchange. It was a move that
reflected the growing importance
of China’s luxury market, the
company said at the time. “The dual
listing was successfully completed
a month after I joined,” says Lo. “It
all sounded so interesting to me and
I knew being a part of it would not
only be fun but also be good for my
career development.”
Lo points out, however, that
being part of a U.S. company has
brought some interesting differences
to her attention. “There are some
people in the industry who don’t
want to talk to the investor relations
officer. They prefer to talk to the
CEO or CFO because they feel they
are closer to operations,” notes Lo.
“But in the U.S. or Europe, investor
relations officer is a real profession
with many of them being CFOs or
bankers in the past.”
Lo, who is also a member of the
Hong Kong Investor Relations

Floating east
In 2011, Coach
became the first
U.S. issuer to
have a secondary
listing on the
Hong Kong stock
exchange.
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“We are seeing a lot of pure IROs
being appointed. It’s a very important
segregation of duty, with CFOs driving
the business and IROs providing
feedback and analysis on what is key
and what to communicate.”
Association, feels optimistic
that the value investor relation
officers can bring to fast-paced
organizations will be increasingly
recognized. “While a lot of CFOs
are capable of taking care of the
IR function, we are seeing a lot of
pure IROs being appointed,” says
Lo. “It’s a very important segregation of duty, with CFOs driving
the business and IROs providing
feedback and analysis on what is
key and what to communicate.”

Power communicator

As well as a Coach bag, uncompromising integrity is another musthave accessory for Lo, especially
when talking with investors and media. Her CPA qualification reminds
her of this. “As CPAs, we understand that integrity comes first,” she
says. “Based on legal or accounting
standards, I talk to investors about
how we run our business, our longterm goals and so on.”
However, to help give investors
a better understanding of Coach’s
business strategy, Lo often
considers disclosing information
that is not legally required,
carefully selecting her words.
“I would try to give you another
perspective that may address your
concerns, but, of course, I can’t tell
you something that I’m not very
sure [the brand] can achieve.”

Dealing with such complicated
messages that could impact the
company takes detailed planning
and communicating with both
management and board members,
she adds. In fact, Lo regularly uses
her skills to keep employees at the
company aligned and focused on
its core mission. “We need strong
communication externally and
internally,” she says.
Lo believes that maintaining
alignment can help foster employees
who are collectively passionate
about what the company is doing,
citing the time when Coach presented its autumn collection at New
York Fashion Week for the first time
last year.
“When we first presented, many
asked: ‘Is Coach a real fashion
brand?’ There was a lot of scepticism. But despite that, we all waited
around for six months after the
show for the collection to be rolled
out in stores with a strong sense of
determination to keep up the good
work,” says Lo.
What came next was good
news, for everyone: Fashion
editors and international celebrities responded positively to the
collection. “In the end, we had
everyone’s buy-in [internally]. We
don’t want to be working for
an ordinary brand. We want
to be different.”
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